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PURPOSE:
END DISCRIMINATION
AGAINST LGBTIQA+
PEOPLE

VISION:
INCLUSIVE
COMMUNITIES AND
BETTER ACCESS TO
SERVICES FOR
LGBTIQA+ PEOPLE



EDUCATION

SERVICES

CAMPAIGNS

We provide essential and engaging training and host
educational events providing a space for the wider
community to learn, participate in conversations
and take meaningful action towards inclusion.

We provide respectful and inclusive support services
to LGBTIQA+ people and their families/support
network.

WE END DISCRIMINATION IN THREE WAYS

We create awareness-raising campaigns to highlight
and centre LGBTIQA+ experiences to bring about
social change.



We work in
partnership with

others to drive the
greatest possible

impact in ensuring
LGBTIQA+ inclusion

HOW WE WORK

We work with, and 
centre, the voice and 

experience of
LGBTIQA+ 

people and their 
families/support

networks because they
understand the issues

and solutions

We recognise that our
team, volunteers and

supporters are the
greatest assets of our
organisation and they

are vital to how we
effect change

We inspire and invite
individuals,

organisations and
institutions to

contribute their
financial support,
voices, ideas and

resources to advance
our shared purpose



OUR GOVERNANCE

Setting the strategic direction and policies of the organisation 
monitoring overall organisational performance 
further Speak's overarching strategic objectives
approving and monitoring the annual budget, ensuring overall financial wellbeing, and managing risk
ensuring effective engagement with stakeholders
ensuring the organisation meets all regulatory and statutory requirements 
in conjunction with the CEO, be the public face of the Board and organisation when required

Speak Australia trading as Speak is a not-for-profit company limited by guarantee under the Corporations Act
2001, governed by a Board of Directors

Our constitution establishes governance structure for Speak in which the managements and control of the
business and affairs of our organisation is vested in our Board of Directors. 

The Board is responsible for: 

The Board appoints the Chief Executive Officer, monitors their performance and delegates to them the 
organisation's operational management. The CEO is the Board's connection to the organisation's operations
and conduct, and are accountable to the Board for the organisation's performance. 



OUR BOARD

Speak's Constitution allows for 10 Directors, with Directors serving 2 year terms, with the option to serve more
than one term. There are currently 2 Directors. The Board generally meets size times annually with a mix of in
person and virtual meetings with additional meetings as required. Travel to Ballarat for face to face meetings
will be required, accommodations can be made if Board members are unable to be there in person. 

Board members must be based in Victoria.

Speak is seeking passionate, community-connected and skilled individuals to help lead us in our start up
phase. The future Board of Speak will provide the governance oversight, strategic foresight, community
engagement and knowledge to the innovation that will ensure relevant, respected and legitimate organisation
that drives the work needed to end discrimination. Working with Allies and in ways that decolonise and
reimagine service provision, employment and institutions, Speak will redefine our approach to creating
inclusive communities and spaces across Victoria and beyond ensuring social change is central to our way of
working and our goals. 

Speak is rooted in equity, inclusion and transparency. Our organisation is an intentional gathering of like-
minded people therefore,  we take the time to connect and care about everyone on the team as full people,
with authenticity, trust and mutual learning. Professionalism is rooted in white supremacy. We prioritise our
own collective comfort, Queerness is rooted in liberation and we operate outside of the 'normal' and embrace
differences. 



The Board has prioritised the following competencies for future Directors: 

Health care
Influencing 
Lived experience of the issues LGBTIQA+ people face
Monitoring and evaluation
Organisational culture development 
Social entrepreneurship and innovation 
Strategic planning
Human resources
Communications and PR

Commitment to social justice and inclusion
Business leadership
Human services
Community mobilisation
Fundraising
Finance and accounting 
Gender equity and feminist principles 
Governance including of risk 
Legal

Please note that it isn't expected that any individual person would have the full list of the above competencies. 

Speak is committed to promoting and advancing equal opportunity and fostering an inclusive and respectful
workplace environment. We recruit and engage people from a wide range of backgrounds and see diversity as
a strength. We actively provide a culturally safe work environment and encourage applications from Aboriginal
or Torres Strait Islander peoples, people of colour, refugees or migrants, people from culturally and linguistically
diverse backgrounds, LGBTIQA+ people and allies and people with a disability.



AT LEAST ONE DIRECTOR MUST
BE ABORIGINAL AND/OR 

AT LEAST 30% OF MEMBERS
MUST BE BIPOC

AT LEAST 50% OF MEMBERS
MUST BE LGBTIQA+

TORRES STRAIT ISLANDER

These may intersect, meaning that one Board Director
may have multiple identities mentioned above. 



EOI SUBMISSION

Complete the EOI form (below)
Attach your CV

To submit your EOI, please go to our Ethical Jobs ad and click 'APPLY NOW'.

To express your interest in joining the Speak Board you will need to submit the following:

Please ensure your EOI is received on or before 11.59pm July 12 - 2021.

Should you have any queries in relation to this role, please contact the CEO, Sage Akouri (they/them) via email
sageakouri@speak.org.au. 

If you would like to know more about Speak you can find additional information on our website:
www.speak.org.au

mailto:hello@speak.org.au
http://speak.org.au/


 

 

 

 
 

 

 

   

  

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

Expression of Interest – Speak Board Members 

Pronouns:Name: 

Email: Contact Number: 

Information about you: 
We are requesting information about your identities to assist us to build a diverse board in line with Speaks values. While we 
would very much appreciate you providing these details, you are not obliged to do so. 

What words best describe your sexuality and gender identity? 

Do you identify with as of the following? 

Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander Y N 

Y NBlack or Person of Colour 

Y NPerson with a Disability 

Under 25 Under 40 40 - 60 Over 60Age: 

Postcode 

Previous board or board equivalent experience (feel free to add rows as needed) 

DatesOrganisation Position title/nature of role 

If you have any questions or concerns please contanct Speak CEO, Sage Akouri (they/them) on 
sageakouri@speak.org.au. 



 

  
 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

Selection Criteria 
(up to 200 words) 

What attracted to you this opportunity? Help us understand what you would bring to Speak’s 
Board. 

Demonstrated commitment to progressing LGBTIQA+ inclusion in either work places or 
community. 

Understanding of issues faced by LGBTIQA+ people. 



 

 
 

 

 

Knowledge of, and experience with, good corporate governance practice. 

Understanding of organisational finances and risk management. 

Having regards to our competency framework, are there other areas of knowledge, skills and 
experience you would like to highlight? 



   

     

      

   

      

  

  

 

 

  

 

   
 

  

 

 

   
  

 

 

  

 
 

 

 

  
 

 

 
  

  
   

 
 

 
 

  

List of Board Competencies 

Please use this form to help us learn a little more about the breadth and depth of your skills and experience. 

Set out below is the Speak list of Board Competencies which sets out a range of skills and capabilities that we would like to see represented on 

our Board. A brief description is included to explain what is meant by each competency. Please note that it is not expected that any individual would hold 

skills in all of these many areas, rather we are seeking a snapshot of the suite of capabilities you could bring to the Speak Board. 

To complete the form please rank yourself using the following scale for each individual competency 

1 – basic knowledge and experience in relation to the competency 

2 – moderate knowledge and experience in relation to the competency 

3 – expert knowledge and experience in relation to the competency 

If the competency listed is not among your skillset, please leave the box blank. 

# Competency Description 
Commitment to social 
justice and inclusion 

A demonstrated commitment to social justice and inclusion to better the lives of marginalised communties. 

Business leadership 
Senior experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, executive and strategic management of 
organisations. Experience in the NFP or international development sector highly regarded 

Chairperson Experience in or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, leading governance bodies. 

Community mobilisation, 
including working with 
young people 

Demonstrated experience of, community mobilisation for social change, including the processes of engaging 
communities to identify priorities, resources, needs, and solutions. 
Experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, working with young people or in organisations where 
young people are key stakeholders. 

Human Services 
Experience in developing and delivering policies, programs and services that support and enhance the health and 
wellbeing of communities/individuals. 

Finance and accounting Senior experience in accounting, corporate finance, financial risk and internal controls. 

Fundraising 
Experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, fundraising in order to support socially impactful 
activities. 

Gender equity and 
feminist principles 

Senior experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, the pursuit of gender equity in policy and 
programming, and working in alignment with feminist principles and analysis in relation to power, inclusivity, 
intersectionality and transformative and systemic change. 

Governance, including of 
risk 

Experience as a board member or member of an equivalent governance body, or equivalent, demonstrated 
understanding of corporate governance structures, policies and processes, especially in a not-for-profit context. 
Senior experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, organisational risk and assurance functions. 
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Influencing 
Experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, strategic advocacy, public policy, campaigning, 
government relations and influencing 

Communications and PR 
An understanding of media relations, stakeholder relationships, reputation management, marketing, advertising 
and social media to protect and enhance reputation; and to promote services and programs to community 

Legal Experience working as a lawyer. 

Lived experience Lived experience of the issues faced by LGBTIQA+ people and/or their familes. 

Monitoring and evaluation 
Experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, monitoring and evaluation, particularly about 
outcomes, economy, effectiveness, efficiency and equity in an LGBTIQA+ inclusion and training. 

Organisational culture and 
development 

Experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of contemporary organisational development theory and 
practice. 

Human Resources 
Experience in planning, coordinating and directing the administrative functions of an organisation including 
recruitment, staff engagement and promoting diversity and inclusion. 

Social entrepreneurship 
and innovation 

Experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, the process of developing and scaling NFPs that 
develop, fund and implement solutions to social, cultural, or environmental issues. 

Strategic Planning 
Experience in, or equivalent demonstrated understanding of, planning, evaluation, and implementation of an 
organisational strategic plan, including a focus on longer term goals and strategic outcomes. 
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